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Background:
The narra1ve surrounding the management of poten1ally resectable pancrea1c cancer is complex. Resec1on rates are low, the risk of opera1ve morbidity and mortality are high, and survival outcomes remain
poor. Surgical resec1on is the only poten1ally cura1ve treatment but 5year survival rates for resected cases are between only 7% and 25%. The aim of this study was to create a prognos1c Bayesian network
that pre-opera1vely makes personalized predic1ons of post-resec1on survival 1me of 12months or less and also performs post-opera1ve prognos1c upda1ng.

Methods 1: Bayesian Network
Based on probability theory, Bayesian networks (BN) model rela1onships between variables based
on a graphical formalism of a joint or mul1variate probability distribu1on over a set of variables.
This is formalized as: BN= (G,Pr). G is a graphical structure and Pr is the probability distribu1on.
Within the graphical structure of a BN, G, variables are modeled as nodes (V(G)) with causal
rela1onships between parent and child nodes represented by directed arcs (A(G)): G = V(G), A(G).
Within a BN any number of nodes can be included therefore: V(G)= {V1, V2….Vn} where n>1.
Directed arcs, A(G), represent the probabilis1c inﬂuence between parent (Vp)and child (Vc) nodes.
The dependence and independence between nodes is deﬁned by the joint probability distribu1on
(Pr): Pr(V1, V2….Vn)= Πni 1Pr(Vp/π(Vc))
where π(Vc) represents the covariates of parent nodes to Vc. Each node therefore has a condi1onal
probability table represen1ng the probability of each value contained within that node given the
condi1on of all its parent nodes. Through Bayes theorem the prior distribu1on and observed data
are combined to update knowledge in the form of the posterior distribu1on. Missing data is
handled through probabilis1c inference with predic1ons made based on global averages of the
pa1ent popula1on. In this way BN allow the modeling of the dynamic rela1onships between
variables contained within the complex healthcare process, with predic1ons evolving and accuracy
improving as more informa1on becomes available.

Methods 2:
A Bayesian network was created using AgenaRisk soeware by synthesizing data from 77 PubMed postresec1on survival analysis studies (n=31,214) through a two-stage weigh1ng process. Input variables
included: inﬂammatory markers, tumour factors, tumour markers, pa1ent factors and, if applicable,
response to neoadjuvant treatment for pre-opera1ve predic1ons.

Methods 3: Sensi1vity Analysis
Pearl’s inwards analysis and broadcas1ng analysis were used to perform sensi1vity analysis. Hence
sensi1vity was deﬁned as S(X=x, T=t) and determined by seAng values for all source variables, X, and
assessing the impact on the target node, T, then changing only the target node, T, and assessing the
changes on the source set, X, respec1vely with joint sensi1vity of T to perturba1ons in source nodes
deﬁned as:S(X=x,T=t) = p(T=t|e,X=x)p(T=t|e) where p(T=t|e) is the current probability value for T,
given evidence e and p(T=t|e, X=x) is the new value of T for the set of source variable, X. Hence
inwards analysis and broadcas1ng results were equivocal as: p(T=t|e,X=x)p(T=t|e) = p(X=x|
T=t,e)p(X=x|e) . The results of BBN sensi1vity analysis showed that for the pre-opera1ve BBNs
tumour factors had the greatest impact on outcomes, followed by pa1ent factors. When postopera1ve data was incorporated into the BBN post-opera1ve factors and surgical pathology had
greatest impact on output followed by tumour factors and pa1ent factors.

Prognos1c upda1ng was performed by inclusion of post-opera1ve input variables including: pathology
results and adjuvant therapy.

Results:
The performance of the model was validated against a 20year, prospec1vely maintained pa1ent database from a ter1ary referral centre. Individual pa1ent data was entered into the BN and the personalized
pre and post-opera1ve predic1ons of poor prognosis were recorded and assessed against that individual’s actual survival 1me therefore deeming predic1ons to be true or false.
This gave a pool of 387 and 251 pa1ents against which the predic1ve performance of the pre and post-opera1ve models were validated respec1vely.
Pre-opera1ve Results

Post-opera1ve Results

Discussion/ Conclusion: This Bayesian network is currently unique in the way it u1lizes PubMed and pa1ent level data to translate the exis1ng empirical evidence surrounding poten1ally resectable pancrea1c
cancer to make personalized prognos1c predic1ons. We believe such a tool is vital in facilita1ng beler shared decision-making in clinical prac1ce and could be further developed to oﬀer a vehicle for delivering
personalized precision medicine in the future.

